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ABSTRACT 

 

Republic of Indonesia State aim to form prosperous and fair public based on Five Principles. In 

its effort, state meets many barricades generated by lawbreaker. By catching, judges, and enters 

them into LAPAS, state duty has not completed and exactly has just been started, because 

punished in a moment is released again in public must become respecting to the law member, 

good for public, and socialization can with public. 

Research is done in LAPAS Wanita Malang (Malang Woman Prison) as a mean to know at the 

same time description of utilization programs, how its execution, and resistance faced by officer 

in execution of utilization program of woman convict in LAPAS Wanita Malang. 

With qualitative approach and data collecting technique in the form of interview, observation and 

documentation, found indicating that research result, utilization program in LAPAS Wanita 

Malang consisted of personality utilization program (awareness utilization believes in, awareness 

utilization of nation and state, intellectual utilization, sense of justice utilization, integration 

utilization with public), and independence utilization program (in the form of femininity 

handicraft). 

In its execution officer assisted by teacher from outside LAPAS. Resistances faced between it: 

supporting facilities which unable to be adequate, lack of officer and past master, factors from 

within convict itself like feeling slack, bored, etc. 

Although in its execution, officer has coped is maximum in implementing utilization program to 

convict with a purpose to that convict regains to midst public and becomes member of public that 

is meekly law, solvent of socialization with public, good for public, doesn't repeat crime, and 

others, but it all back again into each convict itself. Because we cannot change someone itself 

without willingness and effort from people. 

From result of research, can be given suggestions as follows: 1). Officer handling utilizat ion 

program to need in multiplying, and not happened overlap between each duty, 2). Utilization 

program in the form of integration with public need to be improved, 3) Independence utilization 

program in the form of skill need to be renewed, so that not epoch uniqueness, 4) Need to be 

done coordination on dutyly labour and on duty skilled training usage industry of convict and 

result marketing. 

 


